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Abstract—In this letter, a fully integrated configurable1

front-end for Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) is presented. The2

circuit includes fully differential in-phase and quadrature chan-3

nels, using a transconductor (TC)-transimpedance (TI) approach.4

The input TC, shared for both channels, is based on a pro-5

grammable degenerated differential pair to attain low-noise6

programmable-gain, while identical TII/Q with embedded syn-7

chronous rectification provide both I,Q outputs, filtered through8

fc adjustable Gm-C integrators. It exhibits a programmable gain9

ranging from 0 dB to 40 dB with 87 MHz bandwidth, ampli-10

tude and phase recovery errors below 1.9% and 2.5◦ respectively11

and an input referred noise floor of 16.7 nV/
√

Hz. The result is12

a high-performance very compact topology with a total power13

consumption of 292 µW at a 1.8 V power supply, thus consti-14

tuting an appropriate solution for full on chip multichannel IS15

systems.16

Index Terms—Low-voltage low-power (LVLP), CMOS ana-17

log front-end, impedance spectroscopy (IS), synchronous18

demodulator, system on chip (SoC).19

I. INTRODUCTION20

MANY emerging sensors, especially those based21

on bio and nano-materials, rely on Impedance22

Spectroscopy (IS), i.e., the sensor information is obtained from23

its impedance extraction over a specific frequency interval.24

However, despite its promising applications —from environ-25

mental monitoring to molecular/DNA/proteins diagnosis— the26

use in portable and wearable scenarios is hindered by the lack27

of suitable high performance low-voltage low-power (LVLP)28

on-chip electronic interfaces [1]–[7]: designs [1], [2] use29

discrete components; [3]–[5] present high power and area con-30

sumption; [1], [5], [6] are single-channel, not being capable31

of recovering the real and imaginary components of the32

impedance under test. In addition, the trend towards the33
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Fig. 1. Dual-phase analog front-end structure for IS: (a) classic structure;
and (b) proposed structure.

integration of sensor arrays to permit multi-parameter sen- 34

sor fusion imposes even more demanding design restrictions, 35

with increasing operating frequencies to widen the appli- 36

cation scenarios. Among the multichannel CMOS IS read- 37

out approaches [8]–[10], the analog lock-in-based Frequency 38

Response Analysis (FRA) technique seems an appropri- 39

ate solution potentially featuring the required LVLP high 40

frequency constraints. It is based on dual phase sensitive 41

detection (PSD) to extract the response of low signal-to- 42

noise ratio (SNR) sensor signals at a reference frequency f0. 43

Typically, as shown in Fig. 1a, the impedance sensor sig- 44

nal Vin (f0, φ) is amplified (IA-instrumentation amplifier) 45

and then multiplied by two mixers I, Q driven by quadra- 46

ture square signals (f0, θ = 0◦), (f0, θ = 90◦). The resulting 47

signals are low-pass filtered to extract the DC components 48

Vx, Vy, proportional to the real and imaginary components, 49

from which the signal magnitude |Z| and phase φ can be 50

recovered. 51

This letter presents the design of an analog dual-phase 52

FRA-IS read-out recovering simultaneously both I and Q 53

responses, while meeting the LVLP constraints with an ultra- 54

compact topology and widening the state-of-art operating 55

frequencies up to the 100 MHz range (molecular and cell 56

range), contributing to the creation of the next generation of 57

lab-on-chip devices. 58
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Fig. 2. Proposed fully configurable TC-TI-M structure with dual I/Q output. Schematic view.

II. DESIGN59

The block diagram of the proposed IS front-end is shown60

in Fig. 1b. Compared with previous structures, to enhance61

CMRR and reduce noise, a fully differential configuration62

is considered. It is based on an open-loop Transconductor-63

Transimpedance (TC-TI) approach [11], [12], with shared64

input TC and two identical I, Q quadrature TIs with embedded65

mixer (TI-MI,Q). These strategies result in an enhanced band-66

width with better area and power efficiency. Both DC Vx and67

Vy I, Q outputs are simultaneously recovered after fully inte-68

grated LPFs, implemented using the Gm-C integrator reported69

in [13], optimized to work in this application.70

Fig. 2 shows its schematic. The input signal is driven to the71

TC input stage through a Quasi Floating Gate (QFG) structure72

to allow direct sensor/front-end coupling, setting Vcm = 0.9 V73

and a high pass frequency fc,H = 1/2πRQFGCin. The capac-74

itance Cin = 1 pF (MIM) and RQFG is a NMOS transistor,75

whose equivalent resistance can be modified through the gate76

voltage Vctrl, adjusting fc,H, in a 6.7 Hz-172 kHz range to filter77

low-frequency noise and undesired signal contributions, regu-78

lating the operating frequency range. The TC-stage (Fig. 2) is79

based on a NMOS-input Flipped Voltage Follower degenerated80

through a 5-bit array of symmetrical resistances RTC, imple-81

mented with MOS-switches in series with POLY-resistances.82

The input differential voltage is buffered to RTC and con-83

verted to current. The TC output currents are copied to I, Q84

TIs through the current mirrors MN-MN′ , and converted back85

to voltage using POLY resistors RLOAD = 35 k�, achieving86

overall programmable gains G = RLOAD/RTC from 0 dB to87

40 dB in 10 dB steps and 100 MHz bandwidth, allowing to88

fit different target applications.89

The embedded-multiplication technique is based on [14]:90

taking the TI-MI for the following explanation, in each91

MN′ -M2 TI output current branch two M3 split matched92

transistors are introduced, with their gates driven by comple-93

mentary control signals (VsqI and its inverse VsqI, f0, in phase94

with the input signal) and connected to the RLOAD outputs95

Vout,I
±. In this way, M3 act as embedded mixers, providing96

an output Vout,I = (V+
out,I – V−

out,I) according to VsqI and VsqI97

Fig. 3. Gm-C structure to filter the output signal: (a) Basic diagram;
and (b) Schematic view [13].

variation and the I synchronously rectified signal is obtained. 98

By replicating this TI structure, but with the quadrature con- 99

trol signals VsqQ and VsqQ the dual-phase architecture with 100

both I and Q outputs is achieved. 101

The output Gm-C integrator is shown in Fig. 3. It is 102

a differential-input single-output architecture in unity gain 103

closed-loop feedback configuration. 104

The integrating C is a 50 pF MOS capacitor; the Gm is based 105

on a classic mirrored OTA that keeps constant the V–I conver- 106

sion gain (M1, gm1), while both Gm reduction and tuning are 107

done in the output current transfer section, exploiting a M2-M3 108

cascode current mirror steering technique as the most suitable 109

choice to effectively reduce the Gm, while preserving a good 110

power-area-dynamic range trade-off. It presents a tuneable cut- 111

off frequency fc ranging from 66 mHz up to 2.5 kHz, with 112

a power consumption of 5.4 μW, an area of 0.014 mm2 and 113

a DR > 70 dB. 114
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Fig. 4. Layout view of the proposed structure.

Fig. 5. 5-bit {a0-a4} programmable-gain, with High Pass Filtering control
applied to minimum gain.

III. PERFORMANCE115

The proposed IS read-out has been designed in the 0.18 μm116

CMOS technology from UMC. The power supply is 1.8 V117

and a bias current IBias = 25 μA is set for the TC-TI-M118

structure (Fig. 3) and IBias = 0.5 μA for the Gm–C integrators119

(Fig. 3). It presents a total power consumption of 292 μW and120

an active area of 0.0569 mm2 including the fully integrated121

Gm–Cs. The layout view of the proposed system is shown in122

Fig. 4.123

Fig. 5 shows the 5-bit programmable gain post-layout124

frequency response, ranging from 0 dB to 40 dB. The band-125

width fc,LP is kept around 100 MHz (varies from 87 MHz at126

maximum gain, 123 MHz at 0 dB). For the minimum gain127

setup, the frequency response for variable Vctrl is also shown:128

the high pass cutoff frequency fc,HP can be adjusted from129

6.7 Hz (Vctrl = 1.1 V) up to 172 kHz (Vctrl = 0.5 V).130

Fig. 6 shows the behaviour of the synchronously rec-131

tified dual-phase outputs for an input signal of 1 mV at132

a f0 = 10 kHz and maximum gain, with VsqI and Vin in phase.133

For this case, the theoretical Vx,theo = (2/π)2VinGcos(θ) =134

127.3 mV, while after filtering VoutI, the recovered Vx is135

Vx,rec = 125.8 mV, showing a relative error of 1.2 %.136

Fig. 7a shows the simulated Vout DC I, Vx, and137

Fig. 7b the recovered input amplitude and its error, for138

an AC input voltage ranging from 100 nV to 5 mV139

Fig. 6. Synchronously rectified VoutI and VoutQ outputs. Input signal:
amplitude = 1 mV, fo = 10 kHz in phase with VsqI, gain = 40 dB.

Fig. 7. Recovered performance at 0 dB, 20 dB and 40 dB gain: (a) DC
output I (Vx) vs input signal amplitude from 100 nV to 5 mV; (b) recovered
input signal amplitude and error (%); and (c) recovered phase and error (◦)
for a constant 1 mV input signal.

at 0 dB, 20 dB and 40 dB gain configurations, f0 = 140

10 kHz in-phase with VsqI and with the LPF cutoff set to 141

fc = 10 Hz. 142
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Fig. 8. Recovered Z magnitude and phase with their full-scale errors
(w/o calibration): recovered vs theoretical for 0 dB, 20 dB and 40 dB
gain (a) magnitude and (b) phase.

Fig. 7c shows the recovered phase and its error at a fixed143

1 mV input amplitude, f0 = 10 kHz, fc = 10 Hz varying144

the input phase (φ) from 0◦ to 90◦; note that phase offset145

calibration can be performed to optimize phase recovery.146

To validate this proposal, a Z impedance composed of147

a resistor R = 100 � in parallel with a capacitor C = 500 nF148

as shown in Fig. 1b is used. Excited with an AC current,149

this generates the input voltage, Vin, driven through the150

QFG to the input pair of the TC-stage. The two resulting151

DC output voltages (Vx and Vy) at the branches Q and I152

are used to recover the phase shift and magnitude -or the153

real and imaginary components- of the impedance Z accord-154

ing to155

|Z| = π

2

1

G

√
V2

x + V2
y (1)156

θ = atan
(
Vy/Vx

)
(2)157

Fig. 8 shows, the recovered magnitude and phase for an AC158

input current of 100 μApp at 19 different frequencies over the159

25 Hz-10 MHz range, operating at 0 dB, 20 dB and 40 dB160

and a fc,HP = 6.7 Hz (Vctrl = 1.1 V), which renders the worst161

case recovery errors. Fig. 8a shows the recovered magnitude162

compared to the theoretical value and Fig. 8b shows the recov-163

ered phase compared to its theoretical value. The full-scale Z164

magnitude (Fig. 8a) and phase (Fig. 8b) recovery errors are165

below 3.3 % and 4.8 % for all the frequency range and gain166

configurations.167

Fig. 9. Recovered Z magnitude and phase (w/o calibration), 40 dB gain:
corner analysis (a) magnitude and (b) phase; and (c) temperature dependence
at fin = 5 kHz.

Fig. 9 shows the corner and temperature analysis at 40 dB 168

gain, with their full-scale errors. Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b display 169

the corners for the recovered Z magnitude and phase, showing 170

recovery errors below 5.6% (magnitude) and 5.5% (phase). 171

Fig. 9c presents the temperature dependence at fin 5 kHz; 172

recovery errors are below 7% for both magnitude and phase. 173

A comparison of the performance of the proposed structure 174

with other previously reported works operating over 100 kHz 175

is presented in Table I. The input-referred noise is given for 176

both maximum and minimum gain in a frequency range from 177

6.7 Hz (Vctrl = 1.1 V) up to 87 MHz (40 dB gain) or 123 MHz 178

(0 dB gain). 179
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TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY REPORTED WORKS

Two FoMs are proposed based on [15], to compare the180

behaviour of our structure with previously reported works.181

FoM1 = Power [μW] ∗ area
(
mm2

) ∗ Phase error[◦]

Frequency range [Hz]
(3)182

FoM2 = Power [μW] ∗ area
(
mm2

) ∗ Magnitude error[%]

Frequency range [Hz]
(4)183

The proposed TC-TI-MI,Q topology, with a common TC184

and the mixers embedded in the TI structures, results in a low185

area (0.0569 mm2) and low power (291.6 μW) consumption186

solution, with the largest frequency range -close to 100 MHz-187

among the reviewed works in Table I and a tuneable gain188

range of 40 dB, while keeping both recovery errors within189

competitive values. Overall, it reports the best performance-190

consumption trade-off as shown by FoM1 and FoM2.191

IV. CONCLUSION192

A fully integrated reconfigurable dual-phase analog front-193

end for impedance spectroscopy has been presented, based on194

a fully differential approach. The proposed mixer-embedded195

structure results in a compact solution (0.0569 mm2 area) with196

a wide bandwidth of 87 MHz, a programmable gain from 0 dB197

to 40 dB and a low power consumption of 291.6 μW, paving198

the way for full on chip multichannel wideband IS systems.199
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